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Describing a block

Section 3  DESTINATIONS • Unit 3.2  CITIES

Description

The entire block was built in the… century

The block is marked by its red brick buildings.

The area is mainly residential/commercial/ The area is the site of many 

commercial activities and shops.

Most of the shops/houses you can find in this area date back to the last century.

These buildings were built at the end of the last century/in the Renaissance period.

These houses were refurbished about… years ago.

These houses were destroyed during World War II and re-built following the original drawings.

The courtyard is l-shaped.

This building, previously a private residence, now hosts an art collection.

The façade reproduces the architecture of a palace dating back to the previous century.

The interior features some interesting remains dating back to the… century.

The dirty and ruined façade of these buildings hide very richly decorated interiors.

Notice the sharp contrast between old buildings and strikingly modern constructions.

The colonnade continues as far as the end of the street.

No high apartment blocks have been built to avoid marring the beauty of the area.

The block is rich in playground areas and schools and is ideal for families with young children.

This area was previously occupied by factories which have now been turned into…

This area was reclaimed about… years ago to give a location to this new shopping complex and increase its value.

This block is not a place to be walked about at night on one’s own.

Many prestigious companies have set up their headquarters in this elegant and highly expensive block.

Location

On your left you can see…

On your right please note…

The Royal Palace is at the end of the street.

Right at the start of this road is…

About 200 metres on your left there is…

Soon after the roundabout you will see…

Beside the plastered building on the left you can see…

Opposite this building decorated with columns, …
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